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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Louisiana Power & Light Company Docket: 50-382
Waterford Steam Electric Station License: CPPR-103

-:y
..

Based on th1e results of an'NRC. investigation conducted during the period of
March''29, through.May 16, 1982,. and.in accordance with the NRC Enforcement
Policy;(10?CFR Part 2, Appendix ~C), 47 FR 9987, dated March 9, 1982, the
following violation was identified:,

' 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, state =, in part: Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances and3

shall be acccmplished in accordance with these instractions, procedures,
!or drawings.

Administrative Procedure MI-1-007, Revision 0, paragraph S.4, Metrology
Lab Qualification, requires specific qualification activities to be
completed, including a final signature on a qualification card by the s

Metrology Supervisor-Nuclear, in order for an individual to be qualified.

to perform calibration activities in the Metrology 1.ab. .

Contrary to the above, an individual in the Lcuisiana Power & Light i

Company Metrology Lab performed equipment calibration without being
qualified over a period of about 18 months from approximately October 1530
through April 1982.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation. (Supplement (II) (382/8209-01)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Louisiana Power & Light Company
is hereby required to submit to this office, within 30 days of the date of
this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply, including: (1) the
corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective
steps which will be taken to avoid further violations; and (3) the date when
full compliance will be achieved. Consideration may be given to extending
your response time for good cause shown.

4Dated:
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